
Break-out Session NOTES 
UnConference – Friday 23rd March 2018 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Zoë’s group: Reward, Recognition, Appreciation 

Reward Recognition 
Questions: 
• Community based services: How can we recognise them with real appreciation, that’s really 

valued? What’s their perception of recognition? How do you know what is the right one?  
• How do you not ‘piss off’ the other 75% when you recognise someone publicly?  

Public Recognition 
You can use profiling tools like DiSC to determine what kind of recognition people prefer 
The key thing is to KNOW YOUR PEOPLE 
You can use the 5 Love Languages (Gary Chapman) - he has a book now on 5 Languages at 
Work. Love languages include: 
• Gift giving 
• Verbal affirmation 
• Physical touch 
• Quality time 
• Acts of service 
He ha an assessment on his website. 

Ask your team: 
Out of all these things, which one do you like? There are lots of different types of recognition 
and rewards: gifts, experiences, a private thank you, a public award 

For rewards - how do you structure individual contribution when it is the whole team that 
produces a result? 

• Look at system of the business and determine what or how it can be improved. 
• Choose / scope a project that will improve the organisation results. The individual can 

manage the project. Determine beforehand how you will measure the effect of the 
improvement project on the business. Implement the project and then measure the 
impact. 

• This is from the work of Stacey Barr – Develop KPI / recognise individual / contribution. 
• Some people don’t want recognition but giving them gift cards, chocolates, meals at 

Southern Cross can work. 
• The value of a free lunch is sometimes underestimated. 

Observations 
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• In hierarchical system, be careful that juniors don’t feel ‘intimidated’ / left out. 
• Peer nominations can lead to ‘taking turns’. 
• Staff awards, general nominations with explanation as to why the award was given. Awarded 

at a general gathering.  
• Red Balloons ties nominations back to their values – they use peer nominations, the CEO 

reviews and chooses the recipient but peer gives the award.  
• Awardee gets to nominate their treat. 
• People need prompting to discover what maters most to them. 
• Barretts Value Centre – match your value to your organisation. 

Recognition vs Reward 
• Can appear as Managers playing favourites. 
• When recognised by peers in smaller organisations can mean a lot to the person being 

recognised. 
• People have different measuring sticks so organisations need to be clear about what the ‘bars’ 

are.  
• FEED FORWARD. 

Ten in ten recognition: 1 x minute x 10 people to grab the stage to call out an affirmation about 
their Manager, co-workers, program etc. 

Building tribes – Christmas celebrations / ‘Comical Awards’ - these can be sensitive and 
problematic. If you are going to have ‘making fun’ awards, always direct it at senior 
management, with permission, and assess against your culture compass first. 

Really nice calendar idea– the CEO dressed up in costume for each month – Harry Potter / Darth 
Vader / Mary Poppins. 

Caution: ONLY takes one person to get upset. 99% get the joke but 1% probably won’t. How do 
you find a balance? 
ANS: Keep it to the top people. 
Spontaneous events can happen. 
Do a rigorous cultural compass! Is it supported by your cultural compass? 
Cultural / Emotional compass can swing too far – extreme PC (e.g. Banned clapping at 
conference to satisfy one person). Manage rather than make blanket law. 

SHOE LADY example: 
Shoe Challenge – everyone’s into it. Maybe silly but cool and fun. 
‘Elf on the shelf’ – Staff / customers have to find the elf. 
Law firm has a ‘time-out’ where all go into run room for a cuppa and mystery question. 
First Friday every month staff meet for drinks in staff room – decorated. 
Touchpoint cadence – built in interactions. 
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What works for a small workplace may be different for BIG workplaces with regards to ‘cultural 
compass’. 

1. How does one define ‘integrity’ for example 
2. When you define what this is you can hold people to account 

At meetings, you may need: 
• A ball 
• A toy 
• A flag 
• A talking stick 

Use these as circuit breakers and make it easier to call people to account against the culture 
compass. 

Helps folks work together – gives everyone the chance to speak. 
Need to develop a level of trust for this to work, to benefit others. 

• Need to build, the tribe carefully and reinforce the ‘cultural compass’ values…don’t let 
anything slide!! 
Leaders MUST step up! 

• DiSC – work behaviours to help find the different styles of team members. 
• TMS – Team Management System 
• SF – Strength’s Finder 

We can see other work colleagues only through our lens – try to put yourself in their space, 
match their mannerisms…. BE patient! 
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Simon’s group: What would an effective/supportive IT department actually look like? 

• Expectations 
o Instant support 
o Technology works as advertised / is reliable 
o Have your information with you all the time 

• Structure 
o Digital champions who are enabled to do the small things fast 
o Co-locate IT team into operations 
o Create regular opportunities for collaboration and communication to bring IT and 

ops closer together  
o IT as trusted advisor – Can make recommendation but decision and risk ultimately 

sits with operations 
o Solves emerging problem not just immediate ones 

• Hardware and software selection 
o Recognition that you need the tools to do your job effectively 
o You would be able to have anything you want 

• A Recognition of the value that good IT can create not just the cost it incurs 
o Hurdle rate of 10 x ROI in first year 
o CEO is sponsor (A leader who gets it) 
o Recognise the value of IT rather than cost 
o Investment in ‘disruption’ as well as business as usual 
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Amy’s group: How do you create a Safe Space? 

SAFE SPACE questions: 
• What can we do to show all levels of staff their opinion matters? 
• What tools encourage safe spaces with a diverse workplace? 
• How do enable introverts to feel safe to speak? 
• How do we find what matters to introverts? 
• How can other employees (not management) help encourage a safe space? 
• How do you remove hierarchal fear? 
• How do we stop Managers affect the safe space with their own agenda? 
• How can you disagree without remaining a safe space? 

Ideas: 
• Don’t dwell too much on the past – encourage future talk. 
• Avoid projecting disdain for others ideas and appearing closed minded: stay curious and 

invite questions. 
• Work on small team by role modelling effective behaviours 
• Use symbols in recognition / systems (policy) for effective and desired behaviours 
• Plan different modes of comms to help draw out introverts and different learning styles 
• If you don’t connect – find out what acc person is passionate about - there are usually 

very different things from each other 
• To deal with distrust from history of being unreliable and not explaining judgement calls: 

make s are you explain why you are making decisions and follow through on your 
commitments. 

• Having to keep secrets: confidentiality is an implicit responsibility. Know when it is 
deception and when it is confidentiality. 

• Open book people vs Closed book people: everyone has different communication styles 
and different levels of trust; take time to get to know  each person and build emotional 
currency over time 

• Not able to modify communication to suit different people: stay authentic, and practice 
different communication styles. Over time, you will develop a wider range of skills. 

• Personally uncomfortable with expressing inner thoughts: this is learned skill and also 
depends on context; there may be a lot at stake, in which case choosing how and when 
and what to express ideas and thoughts may be strongly filtered. Assess whether the 
resistance is due to the environment or whether you need to practice speaking the truth 
in a powerful and non-alienating way. 

What creates a SAFE SPACE? 
• Dispute chest beating - facilitate ground rules for conversations 
• Sabotage - call people to account if they are trying to derail the conversation 
• Set up shared principles & expectations & common goals helps set up  safe space 
• Instil a sense of higher purpose above individual ego’s or benefit individual – vision of the 

team/organisation 
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• Membership & retention – what’s missing / not working / compelling / benefit 

What kills a safe space: 
• No shared objective 
• Lack of focus – clear communication / team goals 
• “Suck it up” – environment needs to be comfortable to talk 
• Generation divide - determine their different goals and concerns at work 
• Different styles of communication – understanding of team / individuals 
• Mindful of how your communication style affects others 
• Individuals trying to stand out – shift to think of team benefit / giving not taking 
• Fear – not having “formal sit downs” / connecting with the individual 
• Lack of trust 
• Lack of self-awareness 
• Selfish people 
• Lack of respect 
• Slack 0 Grow or Go 
• Poor skills / wrong fit 
• Differing values 
• Workplace culture 
• Competitive / siloed thinking 
• Blame culture 
• Male v Female 
• #nodickheads 

Often the opposite of the above is what creates a safe space!
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